Abstract Responses of individual fibers of the cat cochlear nerve to Japanese monosyllabic speech sounds were described. Responses were analyzed by making post-stimulus time histograms and "pitch-synchronous" period histograms. Almost all neurons responsive to speech sounds showed repetitive discharges synchronous with the pitch period irrespective of their characteristic frequencies (CF). The frequency relation between the tuning characteristics of single neurons and the spectral distribution of the stimulus was systematically investigated to find out stimulus parameters to produce the "pitch-synchronous" impulse discharges. It was found that the neurons responded to vowels if the latter contained formants with frequencies near the neurons' CFs.
The aim of the authors is to investigate the response characteristics of single neurons at lower levels of the auditory pathway of various animals to human speech sounds and to disclose the neural mechanism of feature extraction preceding the recognition of the acoustic patterns from the comparative physiological point of view. The present report describes responses of individual fibers of the cat cochlear nerve. The temporal characteristics of the response to speech sounds were systematically investigated and the distribution of responsive neurons in the cochlear nerve was analyzed. The primary process of the feature extraction was discussed on the basis of the experimental result. A plausible system of "pitchsynchronous" analysis at the higher stations of the auditory pathway was also suggested. The outline of the present research was preliminarily reported (HASHI-MOTO et al., 1973 
RESULTS
Responses to vowels In the histograms for /a/,/e/ and /o/ the periodic rise and fall of the firing probability are observed, occurring synchronously with the pitch period of the vowel. No response is indicated to /i/ nor /u/. A time histogram of spontaneous discharges is shown in the right lowest.
In Fig. 1 PST histograms to five kinds of Japanese vowels are shown for a single unit of the cochlear nerve. This unit had the CF at 6.6 kHz and responded remarkably to /a/,/e/ and /o/, while neither to /i/ nor to /u/. The difference of response patterns was possibly dependent upon how the neuron's tuning characteristic covered the spectral distribution of the stimulus. In response to /a/,/e/ or /o/ sharp peaks and dips were produced in the histogram with a constant interval which coincided with the pitch period of the stimulus vowel. This means that the neuron tended to fire "pitch-synchronously", i.e. each impulse was phaselocked to the fundamental frequency of the vowel. This type of a discharge pattern will be termed the "pitch-synchronous" response. Note the "pitch-synchronous" responses to vowels /i/ and /u/.
The discharge pattern of a neuron with the CF of 0.5kHz is shown in Fig. 2 . The unit responded clearly to /i/ and /u/ as well as to /a/,/e/ and /o/. In this case effective formants of all the vowels were located within the neuron's tuning curve.
In Fig. 3 is shown a relation between the CF's of single neurons and the spectrographs of five Japanese vowels used for stimulation. Since the sound spectrograph used in the present experiment had a limited frequency coverage, the illustrated spectrograms lack components higher than 4kHz. The units (total number, 51) are plotted on the frequency axis of each spectrogram with a distinction according to whether they responded to a given vowel (closed circles) or not (open circles). The responsive units showed the discharge pattern of the "pitchsynchronous" response. One can see that the responsive units are clustered in neuronal responses to the same utterance as in Fig. 4 . The CF was 0.7kHz and about twice as high as that of the neuron in Fig. 4 . PST histograms had many peaks and dips during one pitch period. The firing probability of the neuron rose more than twice in one pitch period. The "pitch-synchronous" period histograms are shown in the right part of Figs. 4 and 5. The temporal distribution of the firing probability during two pitch periods is demonstrated. Impulse discharges were concentrated at specific phases of the pitch period. Comparing the histograms with the waveforms of the two pitch periods, it is seen that the profile of the firing probability is not always similar to the stimulus waveform.
In Fig. 6 the response pattern of the same unit as in Fig. 5 to the utterance by a different person is shown. The response pattern had an invariant property of the "pitch-synchronous" impulse discharges, but peaks to vowels /a/,/u/ and /e/ were less numerous and much broader in In the unit of Fig. 6 a comparison was made between responses to the original vowels and those deprived of high frequency components through a band-pass filter. The band-pass filter was tuned to 160Hz. Figure 7 shows the response to the filtered/e/and, in addition, the response to the original/e/in Fig. 6 is presented for comparison. The sound spectrogram of the original/e/is shown in the top part of Fig. 7 . Through the band-pass filter the frequency components other than the fundamental frequency as shown by the leftmost bar in the spectrum were thoroughly eliminated. In the PST histograms as well as in the "pitchsynchronous" period histograms it is seen that the neuron's response to the filtered /e/was a single peak in a one pitch period and its height was much lower than in Fig. 7 . Effects of filtering vowel/e/upon PST histogram and period histogram of the response of the same neuron as in Fig. 6 . A band-pass filter was tuned to 160Hz with a skirt characteristic of 12dB/octave. The sound spectrum in the upper left is for the original vowel/e/before filtering.
the response to the original/e/. From the experimental result shown in Fig. 7 it may be pointed out that the stimulus parameter to elicit the "pitch-synchronous" response pattern would not be the component of the fundamental frequency but the "pitch-synchronous" repetition of favorable formants for the neuron. The discharge pattern is the neuronal representation of the temporal change of effective formants for the neuron.
Responses to consonants
PST histograms of responses to Japanese consonants followed by vowels were investigated. In Fig. 8 are shown histograms to/ka/and/ke/.
In each case a marked response to the consonant/k/is observed preceding the response to the vowel. In stimulations with/ki/,/ku/and/ko/the responses to/k/were NERVE RESPONSE TO SPEECH SOUNDS 641 not so clear as those to/ka/and/ke/. This was probably because intensities of the frequency components favorable for the neuron's tuning characteristic were Fig. 8 . PST histograms of responses to Japanese consonant/k/ ollowed by vowels. The CF of the neuron:5.2kHz.
In the above two PST histograms the discharges from 0 to around 30msec are responses to/k/. Fig. 9 . PST histogram of the response to a fricative consonant combined with a vowel, /sa/. At the top is shown the stimulus waveform. The unit's CF:10kHz. In the lower figure there is an increase of impulse discharges in the time interval between 0 and 70msec, which is the response to the consonant/s/. different among the phonemes with the sam /k/.
In Fig. 9 a PST histogram of the response to the fricative consonant/s/combined with the vowel/a/is shown. Since the fricative/s/has a wide range of spectral components of higher frequencies, only units with high CF's were able to detect the high frequency spectral component of the stimulus. This was the case in Fig. 9 . In the lower part of the figure an increase of impulse discharges in the time interval between 0 and 70msec is the response to/s/.
Units with low CF's did not respond to /s/ at all. The responses to other consonant-vowel combinations such as/n/,/m/,/r/ and/t/followed by five vowels were investigated systematically. The responsiveness depended primarily upon the intensities of the frequency components of the short-time spectrum, which were extracted by the tuning characteristic of the neuron.
DISCUSSION
The frequency analysis of a sound stimulus was made using a travelling wave in the cochlear partition and the neuronal tuning characteristic along the auditory pathway (BEKEsY, 1960; KATSUKI et al., 1958; WATANABE and KATSUKI, 1974) . The auditory neuron is assumed to be a tuning filter whose center frequency was the characteristic frequency (CF). Single units of the cochlear nerve showed a response pattern of repetitive discharges synchronous with the pitch period of the speech stimulus. The occurrence of the neural discharge at a given instant indicates the existence of a favorable spectral component for the neuron at that instant. The "pitch-synchronous" periodic discharges represent the periodic repetition of the spectral component in the voiced sound. This is due to the fundamental process of speech production. The aggregation of responsive neurons as shown in Fig. 3 has a close relation to the respective stimulus spectrogram. Therefore the spectral component near the CF of the neuron was more effective than the fundamental which is sensed by the low-frequency tail of the tuning curve. This is not consistent with the idea of KIANG and MoxoN (1974) .
Along the auditory pathway the "pitch-synchronous" neural information is transferred to higher stations, where the information might be integrated or processed possibly with a "pitch-synchronous" logic. The "pitch-synchronous" activity to speech sounds was observed at the cochlear nucleus and the inferior colliculus (MOORE and CASHIN, 1974; WATANABE and SAKAI, 1973) . The sharpening of the response to the sustained vowel in the temporal domain, which was suggested to be the characteristic of the secondary neuron by MOORE and CASHIN (1974) , was also observed at the primary neuron of the cochlear nerve. The "pitch -synchronous" impulse discharges might be a basic feature of the auditory response to vowels. This will be inherently related to the acoustic characteristic of vocalization. The "pitch-synchronous" striation observed in the sound spectrogram (Fig. 3) is one of essential characteristics of the short-time spectrum of the vowel. Further study on the "pitch-synchronous" response is now in progress, NERVE RESPONSE TO SPEECH SOUNDS 643 using much simpler synthetic vowel-like sounds. The key factor that elicits periodic discharges synchronous with the pitch period will be extracted in the near future from the study with synthetic vowels. The mathematical "pitch synchronous" analysis of vowels was found to have a great utility and it was suggested that the "pitch-synchronous" representation of the sound spectrum was precisely related to the vocal characteristic of speech production (MATHEWS et al., 1961) . Further speculation on the utility of the neuronal "pitch-synchronous" analysis of vowels in the higher centers awaits detailed analysis at various nuclei along the auditory pathway.
On the feature extraction of the consonant response further experimental studies will be necessary at the neuronal relay station. It is essential to elucidate how a few phasic dicharges responding to transient and nonstationary stimuli such as consonants could be discriminated from the background spontaneous discharges and processed as a valid information.
The primary aim of the present study is to know the neural mechanism of the feature extraction of auditory signal. For this purpose we used the cats as experimental material. This may be justified from the comparative physiological viewpoint that the primary process of feature extraction in the lower auditory pathway might not have so much difference inherent in the animal species. The vocal communication may fully depend upon the evolutionary progress of the central nervous system of the animal species. The functioning of the primary and secondary neurons is not different among different animal species as far as conventional sound stimuli are concerned. The lower auditory pathway of the mammal will be a good living model of the human auditory system for the experimental analysis of the auditory feature extraction.
